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            	WHATS DIFFERENT ABOUT MASHFASH?


 


Mashfash is a Site Building Software


that lets the creative juices flow. Its an e-commerce platform if you want it to be,


or a Site Builder for other needs, both personal and professional.


 




  


 


	STABILITY / SECURITY



Mashfash is totally stable.  It does not crash or fail -


not on a computer and not on a smartphone.  


Even if Donald Trump is Imprisoned, Mashfash will not stop working.


SSL means all Mashfash sites are secure.


 


	
	EASE OF USE

	



Mashfash really is the easiest way to build a website.  Its about 20 times easier to learn than the most popular site building platform. 


 


	NO NEED FOR THIRD PARTY 



Using our competition often requires hiring a 3rd party to build a site.  Using Mashfash does not.


Why Not?  Because we can build your site for you on request.


 


	SUPPORT



Mashfash is a small company and a such can offer much greater support to clients than most site building services.  We can build your site to your satisfaction and teach you how to maintain it.  You may opt to learn the system yourself or let us do all the work. Most support queries are answered immediately. We can build custom templates to any needs you might have. While our templates are flexible and suffice for most needs, all the power of HTML5 is at your disposal.



 




	RESPONSIVE DESIGN



Mashfash sites adapt for different screen sizes all the way down to a phone.  Responsive is more than just a buzz word, its a must have.  


 


 


View a Mashfash page that shows both portrait and landscape images :


View on a mobile device.  Rotate that device.


 


 


	SEO: SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION



 Search Engine Optimization covers pages, products and images. Mashfash sites speak to search engines the way they are supposed to.


 


	
	SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS

	



Supported by social media tools: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Email Sharing - definable for all site and product pages.


 


	TRUE HTML5 CODE



 Mashfash is true HTML5 code, not an HTML5 front-end stuck on top of an old html framework. HTML5 is the most current operating system for all platforms and is the fastest code in the world. While older systems can, for a good deal of money, get an HTML5 front-end, they are always tied to an old architecture of clunky and clumsy html code that slows the system down and makes it very difficult to upgrade and customize.


 


	SERVER SIDE IMAGE MANAGEMENT



Most systems require Pixel accurate photos for every image on a site. When an image is uploaded to Mashfash, the server sets the size. Only the ratio has to be close to correct, square or rectangular. This can be huge time saver and save a ton of money.


 


	BATCH UPLOADING



You can upload a batch of high-rez images - and let the system do the work, creating a portfolio in minutes. Or you can just shoot images on an iphone and upload the images if you want to.


 


	NO CODING



People who use internet tools are tied to using html programmers for almost every upgrade. With Mashfash, everything is easy and in English and can be learned from our tooltips and tutorials with no coding required. Anyone from a business owner to an intern can install products and create pages. There is no coding required to build or edit pages and categories, create slideshows, add products including swatches and sizes, or to interface with Authorize.net and Paypal..


 


	SIMPLE PAGE BUILDER



 In 5 minutes, anyone can learn how to create new pages and upload images and text and place it on a page. Try that with any other system it will likely take a minimum of a few hours.


 


	VIDEO



 Adding Youtube or Vimeo videos is easy on Mashfash - even on product pages, just by pasting the URL of the video. No embedding is required. Or with conversion, you can run videos in Native Mode and avoid any Youtube & Vimeo banners and logos. Videos can be featured on a stand alone page, with text, as part of a video gallery OR on the product page.


 


	COLORS 



While some systems may allow you to populate a site with tons of colors, we feel that stylish sites are best represented in black and white, at least for the most part. We include an optional toggle switch at the top left of the page to alternate between the two. That is different.


 


	NO PLUGINS



Mashfash has thought about what most people need and included it right out of the box - so while Magento may be popular for its plugins, the truth is that the plugins cost money, need to be installed by programmers, and are often incompatible with system upgrades. Because all features on Mashfash are applied in the core application, they always work.


 


POWERFUL E-COMMERCE:


 


STORE CREDIT CARDS


Magento, along with most services, can not store credit cards. The reason for this is that they fear their system is unsafe. The fact is that if you have a customer, you really want them to be a repeat customer - and having their credit cards stored makes the checkout much faster. We do this by storing credit card information on a totally secure server, not Mashfash. By this method, clients private information is kept safe and secure.


 


ABANDONED SHOPPING CARTS


Abandoned shopping carts are an important source of revenue for people who are interested in your products.  We give you the tools needed to follow up with them and make sure the transaction is completed.


 


PAYPAL & AUTHORIZE.NET TRANSACATIONS


Dont limit yourself to one payment method.  Paypal is the easiest way for a buyer to complete a transaction, especially on mobile. Authorize.net is the accepted leader in online credit card transactions.


 


DIGITAL DOWNLOADS


Digital Downloads feature a buy it now button which immediately brings the user to the Paypal checkout.   Audio, video, .pdf's and zip files.


 


AUTOMATIC SHIPPING PRICES


Because sellers need to provide accurate shipping rates, Mashfash provides real-time shipping calculations based on product weight. Including USPS, UPS and Fedex and with a Free Shipping option of your choice. 


 


SHOW ONE THING TO A RETAIL AUDIENCE AND SOMETHING ELSE TO OTHERS


Pages can be set to Wholesale Mode so only an approved logged in client can see them. This way you can show custom pages intended only for a unique audience.


 


 VIDEO ON PRODUCT PAGES


 We have all seen videos used in ecommerce but never like this, organic and fluid.


See some examples:


 


On A Product Page (click video thumb to view video)


[image: ]


Fullscreen Video: (click to view on pc or mac)


 


MASH MARKETING: THE ART OF MARKETING


 


Mash Marketing is a simple but powerful marketing strategy for up and coming e-commerce entrepreneurs.It allows anyone you choose; friends, family, bloggers and/or sales reps to become directly involved in your sales process.  It's different. 


 


LEARN MORE HERE.


 


 


 DONT BOTHER


 


Don’t wanna learn? Most people don't.  We can build it all for you. 


        
        site by

        mashfash

    
        

 
 
 





